
FULL MOON RELEASE AND REWIRE

PREPARE:
 

*Put on instrumental music, no lyrics, just music. 

Sound healing music can be found

across YouTube and Spotify. Studies have shown that the frequency of 432 Hertz

helps to facilitate change. 

(Check out the article on the Solfeggio frequency from lonerwolf.com.)

When you realize that we are all made of energy and that frequencies can affect the

vibration of energy, you will start to have a deeper awareness of how everything in this existence on

earth works. 

 

*Prepare a warm bubble bath. Pour One cup of Epsom Salt under running water. 

Add your favorite bubbles and essential oils. (Lavender, rose, chamomile are great ones for this.

This is my favorite part of the Full Moon Release and Rewire.

I always like to take an Epsom salt and bubble baths when I am feeling lost and alone, but there is

something so powerful in taking one with the intention of releasing negative energy while also

reconnecting to self. I like to think of bubble baths as my way of spoiling my inner child and just

taking a break from the stresses of adulting. (note: If you do not have a bathtub, a shower is fine.) 

 

*Cleanse your space: 

As the bubble bath fills up, I like light my Palo Alto wood or sage stick and I walk throughout my

home in each room and release negative energy that is stuck in the corners. 

And as I move throughout my house, I remain grounded in the energy of gratitude. 

I am still a newbie at this practice, but I have felt a shift in the energy flow in my body and my

home. Again, there are many articles on this practice, so have fun in the adventure that your soul

takes you on in the discovery.

 

*Next, on a small piece of paper, write what it is you are letting go of - behavior, belief, habit. There

is no right or wrong here. Go with what first comes to your mind or what you ‘feel’ in your gut. 

Set the note aside. You will come back to this after you get done with your bath.
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FULL MOON RELEASE AND REWIRE

*BATHTIME RELEASE:
Grab a glass of water and slip into the gentle calm of the bath. 

Once you sink into the bath, slip into the surrender mode and drop expectations of the new year. The

focus in this moment is to just be and two fully embrace the feeling of gratitude for everything from the

water, the bubbles, the warmth, the salt that is grounding you and helping your body heal inflammation. 

 

This energy of gratitude is what keeps the energy of love flowing. Love equals healing.

In the bath, as you lie there for first 10 to 13 minutes just allow your mind and body to rest in gratitude

and appreciation and just surrendering to the deliciousness of that bubble bath, or shower. In the bath,

after your time in gratitude, take a few minutes to think of what you are letting go that you wrote on

that paper prior to bath.

Now as you begin to release the water and drain the tub, remain sitting in the tub and tune into what

you are releasing again. Imagine that each of those experiences that you are releasing are being washed

away down the drain with the water. 

As this water drains recite ‘thank you for the lessons through love, I now release you with

love.’ 

 

We can spring forth from the heart and THRIVE and allow the growth to come from that… 

or we can suffocate in the stench of ego. 

 

We each hold the power to grow in our hands. With gratitude comes growth and healing. 

Gratitude heals because it is an act of love and acceptance for what is without expectation. 

 

Expectation, is the tie that binds us to ego.

Gratitude, surrounds us in the healing energy of love.
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FULL MOON RELEASE AND REWIRE

REWIRE
*Get out of tub or shower and dry yourself off. Get dressed and now you are going to

go release in the final step.

 

*Next step you want to underneath the full moon tear up the note and safely burn it,

if that's not possible you can bury it in the dirt or place it in the garbage and throw it away. 

The point here is to simply return the creation of the negative influence the belief, habit, behavior to the

earth and make space for new creations. Think of it as a way to place and confirm the new intention of

your promise to yourself and the creator.

 

 You are a Phoenix, who rises again from the ashes of that which tried to take you down.

 

Surrender and release opens the flow to what you truly desire, 

but first, minions of ego you must fire, 

and through the energy of love, your highest good you will sire. 

 

*Release all expectation.  *Release with gratitude.  *Release with love and forgiveness.

 

Now you are ready to rest your body and allow your mind to settle in and create a new pathway to

rewire the beliefs and create habits and behaviors that are more suited for your highest good.

 

Remember that transformation is journey without a final destination. The biggest key is to trust.

Knowing that what you desire, desires you, but that wanting, and needing will only serve to hold that

from your reality.  Find the feeling and keep peeling away the old layers and re-build from that heart

feels space.

Please reach out and share with me what your experience is after you try this and read about Solfeggio

Frequencies.

 

I look forward to hearing from you!   Happy Full Moon Release and Rewire!

~The Divine Alignment Sage: Candice J. Frazier
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